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1. INTRODUCTION

This  manual  establishes  the  financial  policies  and  procedures  for  CHARD  and  its
partners. The manual demonstrates CHARD’s concern for financial integrity; as such it is
important  evidence of our accountability  to all  stakeholders.  Finance functions across
CHARD  and  its  members  are  charged  with  establishing  and  communicating  the
procedures contained in the manual.

This  manual  documents  the  financial  policies  and procedures  expected  of  CHARD’s
finance department in ensuring financial controls.

1.1 SCOPE

Financial Management is the responsibility of everyone in the organisation. In carrying
out their duties, all managers are responsible for considering the financial implications of
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their  actions  – for managing the resources entrusted to them in a cost-effective way.
Managers are therefore responsible for understanding and complying with all aspects of
CHARD  Financial  Management  Policy,  including  relevant  legislation,  policies  and
guidelines.

The guidance in this manual is a means to;

(a) Establish our financial accountability

(b)  Streamline  processes  for  recording  financial  events  and  reporting  financial
information

(c)  Enable  Member,  Affiliates,  Associates  and  CHARD to  apply  common  standards
while providing flexibility to satisfy unique needs

(d) Increase the reliability and consistency of financial information at CHARD

(e) Promote uniform accounting processes for all CHARD units.

Where non-compliance with a specific policy is necessary, given, this requires the explicit
approval of the Executive Director.

Internal Audit visits will review compliance with this Manual cross CHARD. 

1.2 POLICY ON CHARD BUSINESS CONDUCT

The Executive Director should ensure that all staff and consultants act morally, ethically,
and  in  the  spirit  of  public  accountability  and  transparency,  and  in  conformity  with
applicable laws, regulations and best practices.

2.0 ACCOUNTING POLICIES

The principal accounting policies for CHARD cover the areas listed below. 

The policies are to be applied consistently across CHARD include.
0. Income
0. Expenditure
0. Currency and Exchange Rate Management
0. Investments
0. Fixed Assets
0. Liabilities
0. Accrued Income and Expenditure
0. Prepayments
 
2.1 INCOME
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CHARD  receives  and  administers  donations  and  contributions/subscriptions  made  in
support  of  its  programmes  by  its  members  and  the  donor  community.  Income  shall
however  be  recognised  only  when  they  become  realisable  with  reasonable  practical
certainty. Funds received are classified according to two general groups – 

Restricted  and  Unrestricted  – for  administrative  purposes,  each  of  which  requires
different administrative processes.

2.1.1 Restricted Funds:
Restricted Funds are funds subject to the specific requirements of or understanding with
the donors. Trustees will be in breach of trust if they allow such income to be expended
in  any  activity  other  than  that  for  which  the  expenditure  is  restricted.  Examples  of
restricted funds include:
(a) Income restricted to a specific project intervention area. 
(b)National and Flexible fund income restricted to innovative projects/activities within
the rules of both of these funds, (c) income restricted to any activity within a specified
State, County or payam (d) official income restricted to a specific donor approved project
In  each  of  these  examples  the  income  has  been  restricted  to  the  level  of  a  specific
Program, Affiliate  or  Project.  On a quarterly  basis,  the Finance manager  prepares an
income and expenditure statement identifying the movement on the various Restricted
Funds within their authority.

2.1.2 Unrestricted Funds:
All  income received  by CHARD which is  not  specifically  restricted  by  the  donor is
credited to Unrestricted Funds. Trustees have full discretion to expend these funds in
pursuit  of the organization set about projects.  CHARD may raise unrestricted income
either through fundraising initiatives or individual donations.
 
2.2 EXPENDITURE
It is the policy of CHARD to establish and maintain effective internal control procedures
consistent with requirements. 
In particular;
(a) All expenditure must be consistent with the intention of both the Members and donors
and mission of CHARD.

(b)Payments  must  be  processed  in  accordance  with  the  guidelines,  policies  and
procedures contained in this manual and the constitution.

(c) Expenditure should be appropriately authorized

(d) Expenditure should be included in the financial  statements in accordance with the
accruals concept i.e recognising expenditure in the period in which they occur.

2.3 CURRENCY AND EXCHANGE RATE MANAGEMENT
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CHARD  policy  is  to  minimise  the  risk  of  currency  fluctuation  on  its  income  and
expenditure where it is cost effective to do so. The current bank rate at the time shall
however apply where need of currency conversion arises. 

2.4 INVESTMENTS
CHARD aims to invest funds to maximise returns within appropriate risk and liquidity
constraints.  CHARD Board has the responsibility  for  balancing the demand to spend
money today against the need to have sufficient resources available to ensure continuing
spend in the future. These differing demands may be balanced through the holding of
reserves. CHARD Investment Policy should be managed through an Investment Sub -
Committee, established by the Executive Committee.

2.4.1 Long-term Investments
All CHARD's reserves may be in simple terms set aside for expenditure to cover an
unexpected decrease in income or an unexpected expenditure requirement. As such, they
are  to  be  essentially  short-term in  nature.  However,  the  restricted  fund  reserves  are
extremely unlikely to all be required at the same time and so it is considered acceptable
for a proportion of them to be ring-fenced for long term investment.  CHARD will not
invest  in  any  fixed-interest  security  that  is  not  investment  grade,  rated  AA.  The
management  of  the  long-term portfolio  will  be  delegated  to  an  Investment  Manager
whose  performance  will  be  monitored  by  CHARD  Investment  Sub-committee.  All
investments in companies, from shares to short-term debt, will be made in compliance
with an ethical policy, reflecting concerns of CHARD.

2.4.2 Short-term Investments
CHARD short-term investments are expected to be largely in cash deposits with banks or
in  certificates  of  deposit  or  other  short-term  corporate  debt.  Government  gilt-edged
securities with six months or less before maturing will also be eligible investments. Cash
deposits will generally be of no more than 3 months duration. Up to 25% of the short-
term portfolio may, however, be invested for between 3 and 6 months. Deposits with any
one deposit-taking institution should not exceed US$20,000.

2.5 FIXED ASSETS
CHARD shall  maintain  appropriate  systems  for  the  safeguarding  of  the  organization
property. Capital items shall be properly authorized, purchased, recorded, accounted for,
valued and disposed of. Assets represent items of value that CHARD owns or controls.
To be considered for capitalization and thus subject to depreciation, an asset must fulfill
the following criteria;
(a) The asset must be acquired (purchased, contracted or donated) for use in operations
(b)  The  asset  must  cost  US$200  or  over  (cost  includes  any  incidental  expenses  of
acquisition). Assets costing under US$200 are expensed and are not entered in the asset
register.
(c) The asset must have a useful life of at least 2 years
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Depreciation is calculated using a straight line method for the following categories of
fixed assets;

PROPERTIES
Buildings owned by CHARD -10 years

OFFICE EQUIPMENT Computer Equipment- 2 years
Other Equipment e.g. photocopiers, generators and any other equipment used at CHARD
- 2 years

MOTOR VEHICLES All Motorised transport e.g. cars, motorcycles, trucks - 3 years

Notes:
(a) A full year of depreciation should be charged in the year of purchase of an asset and
nil in the year of disposal.
(b) No depreciation is charged on freehold land.

2.6 LIABILITIES
Liabilities  represent  the  financial  obligations  to  CHARD  outside  parties  who  have
provided resources to CHARD and should be reported in the Balance Sheet using the
accruals  basis  of  accounting.  Liabilities  shall  be  recorded  initially  in  the  designated
accounts  for  the accounting  period during which the transactions  giving rise to  them
occurred and removed in the period during which they are liquidated. Amounts recorded
as liabilities shall be supported by sufficient documentation that establishes the basis for
their inclusion in the accounts.

2.7 ACCRUED INCOME AND EXPENDITURE
Accrued  income  represents  the  amounts  of  money  due  to  be  paid  to  CHARD  by
government or contracted  official or non-official donors, for work already completed by
the end of  the year.  The total  amount  of monies  accrued should also be reflected  in
debtors. For monthly reporting, accruing expenditure serves to match the expenditure to
the period in which the benefits are received. Therefore, accruals should only be made
where the goods or services have been received prior to the end of the accounting period,
but where payment has not been made.

In deciding how any individual transaction should be treated, CHARD Finance manager
need to determine for each source of funds;
(a) What legal arrangements (eg contract) govern the terms of the arrangement and how
any disputes arising are to be settled?
(b)  Whether  any  entitlement  to  the  funding  requires  a  specific  performance  to  be
achieved (a contract or performance related grant)
(C) Whether funds can be used for any of the purposes of CHARD, or whether they can
only be used for a specific purpose

Accruals should not be made simply to show expenditure in the period in which it was
budgeted, unless the goods or services were actually received in that period.
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Where  the  incoming  resources  are  received  in  advance  then CHARD may  not  have
entitlement to these resources until  the goods or services have been provided. In this
situation, incoming resources received in advance should be deferred until  CHARD is
entitled to the resources.

2.8 ADVANCES AND PRE-PAYMENTS
All payments in advance of the current period should be recorded as assets until receipt
of the goods or services involved or until contract terms are met. This excludes Grants to
Partners which should be expensed in the Income and Expenditure Account.

Finance  staff  should  ensure  that  invoices  are  verified  to  identify  areas  where  pre-
payments may occur. Pre-payments are considered a standard business practice for the
following  types  of  transactions;  Memberships  and  Subscriptions,  Rent,  Insurance
Premiums, Payment to Government Units and Required Deposits. Other pre-payments
may be acceptable only if it is cost beneficial. 

The  location,  reputation  and other  characteristics  of  the  vendor  should  be taken into
consideration when making pre-payments as it  could have a bearing on the ability  to
recover the payment if the vendor defaults in the delivery of the supply or service.
 
3. FINANCE STRUCTURE
3.1 CHARD
CHARD  Finance  manager  in  consultation  with  the  Executive  Director  has  the
responsibility  for  the  planning,  monitoring  and reporting  of  all  financial  activities  of
CHARD. 

The Executive Committee of the CHARD is responsible for setting the Strategic direction
of  the  organization,  for  monitoring  its  achievements  and  for  ensuring  its  financial
integrity at all times.

The Finance manager function incorporates the following activities;
(a)  Compiling financial  information on the entity  and all  parts  of CHARD and for
producing aggregated accounts.
(b)  Financial Performance and Standards: optimising the allocation of resources and
the  quality  of  financial  performance  management  across  CHARD,  ensuring  proper
financial  control  standards  are  complied  with  and  providing  financial  training  and
capacity building support where needed.
(c) Internal Audit: reviewing the adequacy of internal controls and coordinating the risk
management process.
 
3.2 INTERNAL AUDIT
Internal  Audit  functions  play  a  crucial  role  in  ensuring  compliance  with
international/local  policies  and  procedures  and  in  strengthening  financial  integrity
through seek recommendations for improving systems and processes. CHARD should
regularly  evaluate  the  benefits  of  a  locally  based  audit  function  (either  employed  or
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outsourced) against  the resources available and the nature and risks of the work they
perform. The audit function also coordinates the CHARD’s risk management process.

3.4 STATUTORY AND MANAGEMENT REPORTING
CHARD  should  prepare  aggregated  accounts  on  an  annual  basis  both  for  official
purposes and for management. These accounts aggregate the activities of CHARD across
its  entire  operations.  CHARD Board  also  requires  submission  of  an  Annual  Finance
Report.  

4.0 FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT PROCESSES
Processes are the means by which this manual is operationalised. Legislation and Policies
exist and provide direction to Finance officers in carrying out their financial management
responsibilities. The manual identifies process standards or expectations in the following
areas;

 Planning and Budgeting
 Financial Reporting
 Bank and Cash Operations
 Expenditure
 Remittance
 Recharges
 Risk Management

4.1 PLANNING AND BUDGETING
4.1.1 Planning Principles
CHARD is required to produce a three-year plan making clear how resources are to be
allocated and how the planned activities contribute to strategic objectives.  These plans
include specific objectives planned over the next three years and the resources required to
fulfill them. Through the matching of income and expenditure, the plan provides all parts
of CHARD with the confidence that the funds of the right type are available to achieve
objectives in the medium term and to provide a basis for assessing progress in achieving
strategic objectives. CHARD three year plan is to be submitted to the Board for approval
in March of each year.

4.1.2 Budgetary Principles
Each CHARD office should also prepare annual budgets within the first year framework
of the plan. The office should have scope to include block-budgeting principles where
detailed activity budgets are not available.  The budget represents the costs of detailed
activity  plans  subject  to  block-budgeting,  and  provides  the  basis  for  management
accounts  control.  The  budgets  should  be  completed  and  loaded  onto  the  accounting
system before the commencement of the budget year. The budgeted income, expenditure
and year-end reserves should be not more than 5% of the approved plan.

4.1.3 Authority limits post plan approval
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During the planning process  all  members  will  present  expenditure  plans  in  line  with
CHARD functional strategies. The plans will either be funded by confirmed funding (e.g.
regular  giving  or  confirmed  funding)  or  by  unconfirmed  funding  (e.g.  unconfirmed
income). Where CHARD receives more confirmed income than is in its plan or budget, it
has full authority to expend these resources, subject to funded activities being in line with
the approved strategies and subject to any maximum approved overdraft limits and end of
year planned reserve levels standards being maintained (expressed as a number of months
of the following year’s expected expenditure).

4.1.4 Emergency Humanitarian Interventions
Emergency Humanitarian initiatives may, by their nature, are part of CHARD‘s strategy.
The  Executive  Director  is  responsible  for  informing  the  Board  where  funding  is
significant  and  for  ensuring  CHARD  has  the  capacity  to  intervene  and  manage  the
intervention.  CHARD  Board  of  Directors  has  the  authority  to  approve  additional
Unrestricted Fund expenditure to any budget above the total approved during the plan
process, providing that;
(a) Expenditure is to fund activities within the appropriate strategy.
(b) The expenditure will not cause the unrestricted reserves to fall below the minimum
level approved by the Board.

Field  offices  in  consultation  and approval  from the  Board  have  full  control  over  the
allocation  of  budgeted  expenditure  within  their  locations,  provided  that  they  do  not
commit their offices to ongoing expenditure beyond the current plan and provided they
do not exceed approved headcount. By way of example, expenditure on consultancy fees
could be switched to expenditure on software. 

4.1.5 Authority to spend un-confirmed funding in the plan or budget with unconfirmed
funding, expenditure is dependent upon receipt of funding. 

4.2 FINANCIAL REPORTING
CHARD accounts will be prepared for the time-being in accordance with all relevant law
and applicable accounting standards. Management and financial reporting are a key part
of  maintaining  and demonstrating  financial  integrity  and,  in  the  case of  management
reporting, for financial information to be brought into the decision making process.

Timely,  accurate  and  relevant  financial  information  for  management  (through
management  accounts)  should  be  provided  by  the  Finance  functions  across  CHARD
departments. CHARD HQ is requested to ensure that financial  reporting (internal and
external) is done on a basis that can be externally audited and in ways which give a clear
understanding of how funds have been expended.

4.2.1 Year-end Statutory Accounts
CHARD is required to prepare annual Statutory Returns external  for aggregation and
audit purposes.
 
4.2.2 Annual Finance report
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An  Annual  Finance  report  is  required  from  CHARD to  help  in  assessing  financial
performance. On an annual basis, the following should be submitted by CHARD Board;
(a) 4th Quarter Management Accounts
(b) Annual Finance Report
(c) Final Audited Accounts and Management Letter (where applicable)

A summarized version of the Annual Finance Report should be included as an appendix
in the Annual Review and Learning Report.

4.2.3 Management Accounts – Monthly and Quarterly
In  order  to  make  timely  and  meaningful  management  decisions,  accurate  financial
information  is  necessary.  In  addition,  being  able  to  compare  accounts  with  original
budgets enables management  to identify favorable or adverse trends,  and to highlight
variations in income or spending which may require special attention.

CHARD should therefore prepare and disseminate monthly and quarterly management
accounts for budget-holders. Management accounts should be prepared in a user friendly
manner and made available to budget holders;
(a) Within three weeks of the month end (Monthly Management Accounts)
(b) With in four weeks of the end of quarter (Quarterly Management Accounts)

A  copy  of  the  management  accounts  should  be  distributed  up  one  level  of  the
accountability chain. In other words the quarterly accounts of CHARD should be sent to
the Board.  The Quarterly  accounts  should include  Income and Expenditure  statement
identifying the movement on the various restricted funds within their authority.

4.2.4 Reporting on Donor-Funded Contracts
CHARD HQ has a responsibility to honour its accountability commitments and honestly
report to donors on projects funded. The finance functions should work closely with the
ED to ensure that all contractual requirements on donor-funded contracts are met.  The
finance  department  should  support  the  donor  reporting  process  by  generating  donor
reports from the accounting system in the format requested by the donor. The Board is
encouraged  to  seek  funding  for  identified  projects  and  manage  the  relationship  with
donors.

4.3 BANK AND CASH OPERATIONS
The Finance  functions  across  CHARD should ensure proper  and consistent  cash and
Cheque handling procedures, which prevent the loss, theft or mis-appropriation of funds
entrusted  with  CHARD.  Funds  should  be  made  available  for  CHARD  work  while
minimizing the risks of loss, fraud or misappropriation.

4.3.1 Banking Operations
4.3.1.1 Bank Selection and Account Opening
When opening  a  new bank account  for  or  when moving  to  a  new bank,  the  bank's
reliability, integrity and financial stability must be confirmed. If CHARD wishes to use a
new bank;  it  should  detail  the  investigations  made and the  reasons  for  selecting  the
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particular bank. An account must not be opened with a new bank until written authority is
received from CHARD Board of Directors (Board). New accounts with existing approved
banks may be opened with the authority of the Board.

4.3.1.2 Bank Operation Standards
Two signatures are required to make any payments from a bank account. The signatories
for the bank accounts must be established and authorisation limits set for expenditure.
Bank account balances must always remain in credit. No overdrafts are allowed without
approval of the Board.

Cheque books must be retained in a secure location in order to avoid misuse and possible
misappropriation of funds. Cancelled cheques should be retained.

4.3.1.3 Bank payments
All payments, whether by cash, cheque or bank transfer, must be made only on the basis
of authorized documentation.  Payments should be documented on a payment voucher,
which  should  be  attached  to  the  corresponding  invoice.  The  person  authorising  the
expenditure must sign payment vouchers. The payment voucher may include more than
one  item  of  expenditure.  The  vouchers  should  have  a  sequential  reference  number
(preferably preprinted). They should also be coded with a cost centre and account code
corresponding to the budget line item so that the information can be correctly recorded in
the accounting system and the relevant codes.

All  expenditure  must  be  supported  by  invoices/receipts.  If  these  are  not  issued by a
supplier, a receipt should be drawn up by CHARD and signed by the supplier.

4.3.1.4 Receipt
All cheques received should be banked as promptly as CHARD Financial  Procedures
allow. As cheques may be received in the post, it is essential that the post is opened in the
presence  of  two  employees.  A  pre-numbered  receipt  book  should  be  maintained  for
cheques and large amounts of cash received and a receipt issued to the payer. Receipts
should be signed by the person receiving the cheque or cash.

4.3.2 Cash
4.3.2.1 Cash Book
The cash book records all  receipts  of money and payments by cash,  cheque or bank
transfer. The cashbook should be updated daily from the voucher information.  Where
accounting software is in operation, only the cashbook on the system should be used. The
voucher number should be noted in the cash book for cross referencing and to maintain
an audit trail. A separate cashbook should be maintained for each bank account. The bank
balance must be checked regularly to ensure that sufficient funds are available and that
the bank account is not overdrawn.
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All bank accounts should be reconciled within one week of receipt of bank statements
(not later than three weeks from month end).

The reconciliation should take account of cheques drawn, but not yet presented at the
bank and of deposits made which have not yet been recorded on the bank statement as
well as bank charges and unrecorded deposits shown in the bank statement but not in the
cashbook. The reconciliation procedures should include investigation of all discrepancies.
The reconciliation should be reviewed and authorised by the Executive Director.

4.3.2.2 Petty Cash Payments
Cash payments should be made when the amounts involved are so small that it would not
be cost effective to process through other means. The Board should allow imprest petty
cash funds to be established. The following procedures should apply;
(a) Cash holding should be kept to a minimum as funds held as cash are generally less
secure than funds held in a bank account.
(b) An upper limit for the size of cash payments should be fixed, over which payments
should be made by cheque. Large cash amounts should only be held if there are no local
banking facilities.
(c) Cash should be kept in a secure safe
(d)  Cash  payments  should  be  authorised  prior  to  any  payment  being  made  and  all
expenditure should be supported by receipts where possible.
(e)Expenditure should be recorded in a petty cash book preferably on the computerised
accounting system.
(f)The petty cash book should be updated daily to record all payments (based on petty
cash payment (vouchers) and receipts of cash (based receipt forms). The cash balance
should not exceed the agreed level.
(g)Regular checks should be made to sequential numbering of entries to ensure that all
payments have been entered into the petty cash book.

4.3.2.3 Cash Received
A receipt book should be maintained to record all monies received in cash. A copy of the
receipt should be given to the person giving the cash and a counterfoil or carbon copy
should remain in the book. The person receiving the cash should sign the receipt book
before issuing a receipt. Cash received should be deposited into the bank.

4.3.2.4 Security of Cash and Bank Records
All books and documentation relating to the bank accounts should be kept in a secure
location. Regular back ups should be taken of computerised accounting records.

Note:  There is no need to duplicate a computerised cash book/petty cash book with a
handwritten cash book/petty cash book, provided adequate back ups are taken.

4.4 EXPENDITURE
4.4.1 Authorisation Policies and Procedures
Authorisation  policies  are  designed  so  that  managers  of  appropriate  seniority  and
experience  are  responsible  for  approving  transactions  carried  out  under  the  name  of
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CHARD.  Authorisation  refers  to  the  signing  of  a  document  to  verify  approval.  The
signature verifies that the signatory has read and reviewed the document and agreed to its
content.  Verbal approval is  not sufficient  for authorization.  Authorization of financial
transactions  ensures  that  employees  of  sufficient  seniority  are  aware  of  their
responsibilities  in  safeguarding  CHARD  assets  and  helps  guard  against  errors  and
irregularities.

No officer of CHARD should approve payments to themselves, nor to individuals to whom
they report either directly or indirectly. Approval must come from a higher authority

The  authorisation  procedures  are  tied  into  the  budget-holder  approval  process.
Individuals only approve expenditure under budgets for which they have authority.  A
budget-holder can delegate their authority only in exceptional circumstances and must
then subsequently review all transactions.

4.4.2 Expenditure Classification
The Natural and Statutory cost classifications are used as part of standardised financial
indicators to be incorporated into CHARD’s financial reporting.

4.4.2.1 Natural Costs Classification
The purpose of the natural cost classification is to capture certain group of costs against
their  natural  expense  heading.  Natural  cost  classification  captures  expenditure  in  its
natural  form and this  is  categorized  into – grant  and direct  inputs  to  members,  staff,
office,  transport  and  travel,  service  and  capital  expenditure.  It  is  not  a  measure  of
efficiency  or  inefficiency  in  the  same way that  the  Project,  Support  divide  might  be
construed. However it is useful to track the natural cost classification over time as the
changing nature of CHARD’s work develops.

4.4.2.2 Statutory Costs Classification
Statutory cost analysis requires the reclassification of expenditure into three categories –
project, support and fundraising. A framework has to be developed to ensure consistent
inclusion, categorization and measurement of the items that should be classified into the
three categories.

Project Costs
To measure the CHARD’s financial performance there is need to be able to (a) assess the
costs of the various inputs that CHARD delivers and (b) how much it costs CHARD as a
whole to provide the infrastructure that enables  it  to deliver those inputs.  This is the
project/support cost split.

In  light  of  long-term approach,  project  costs  can be considered to  include the whole
intervention from its inception to its final conclusion, encompassing the initial appraisal
and planning process, the project management and execution and the M & E and Impact
Assessment  processes.  All  grants  made to  CHARD from partners in pursuance of its
objectives are also classified as Project Costs.
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Support Costs
In order to identify what elements of CHARD expenditure fall outside the definition of
project costs, support costs can be defined as all those costs connected with providing
services which enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of CHARD rather than of its
projects. These, therefore, include CHARD finance, human resources, and the majority of
office overheads. It is generally assumed that CHARD significant proportion of costs will
be support costs.

Fundraising Costs
Fundraising costs include the full cost of CHARD sponsorship activities, the full costs of
any other fundraising activity (whether successful or not), a proportion of the costs of
other staff that can be attributed to Fundraising plus their share of office overhead.

4.4.3 Procurement and Purchasing
CHARD  should  strive  to  ensure  purchases  deliver  value-for-money  and  are  cost-
effective.  Procedures  for  supporting  procurement  and  purchasing  should  be  well
documented.  Best Practice recommends the following controls and documentation are
implemented, although certain field circumstances may indicate different procedures.

4.4.3.1 Controls and Documentation
Three quotations should be obtained for all purchases over a pre-set limit (established and
documented  by CHARD. Credit  arrangements  should be reviewed regularly  and new
quotations  should  be  obtained  if  the  terms  and  conditions  or  quality  become
unacceptable. Details of all credit arrangements should be fully documented.

Some supplies may be required on a regular basis. In such cases, arrangements should be
made with the supplier who can maintain a regular supply, with acceptable terms and
conditions, at the cheapest price for goods of sufficient quality.

4.4.3.2 Procedures for the award of Procurement Contracts
Where there is a need to award procurement contracts, the contract shall be awarded to
the tender offering the best value for money meaning the best price-quality ratio. This
should be done in compliance with the principles of transparency and equal treatment for
potential contractors and by avoiding conflicts of interest.

The Following guidelines for tender documents should be followed;
(a) The donor’s or government rules regarding the minimum number of bidders required
should be followed at all times.
(b)Tender documents should be drafted in accordance with best international practice.
(c) A Committee should be set-up based on the necessary technical and administrative
expertise to assess tenders.
(d)The evaluation of proposals should be based on exclusion, selection and award criteria
that have been previously announced.
(e) Tender documents should state that a proposal will be rejected or a contract cancelled
if  the tendered or candidate  has engaged in corrupt,  fraudulent,  collusive or coercive
practices.
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(f) Tender documentation should be kept for a minimum period of three years.

4.4.3.3 Overseas Procurement
The same accounting procedures should be followed as for local procurement.  Where
procurement of major items (e.g. Vehicles, Computers and other equipment.) is required
it may be necessary to for a local manufacturer(s) and/or retailers. A number of agents are
able to source equipment on behalf of CHARD.

 4.4.3.4 Procuring Services
When procuring the services of consultants, the following framework should be followed.
In all cases where services of consultants are to be negotiated, the following minimum
guidelines should apply;
(a) There should be justification for procuring the services of a consultant
(b) Approval should be sought at the appropriate level of authority
(c) The selection criteria must be transparent and documented
(d) A clear terms of reference must be agreed with the consultant
(e) The initial advance to the consultant should not exceed 35% of the contract value
(f)  A signed contract between the CHARD and the consultant must be in place which
clearly details the following;
(i) Duration of the contract
(ii) Maximum contract value
(iii) Payment arrangements
(iv) Expected output 
(v) Monitoring and evaluation arrangements.

4.4.3.5 E-procurement
When goods are ordered through the internet the same levels of control in 4.4.3.1 above
should operate. In addition, credit information and any other kind of sensitive information
should  not  be  sent  via  the  internet.  An  appropriate  division  of  duties  among  those
permitted to order goods through the internet should also be enforced.

4.4.4.0 Employee Related Expenditure
4.4.4.1 Payroll Procedures
Close liaison between the payroll function and the HR Manager is essential to ensure that
employees’ remuneration is accurate and paid on a timely basis. The HR Manager must
inform the payroll clerk of all new starters, leavers and changes to the standing data.
Information from the Human Resources Manager should be recorded by the payroll clerk
in the payroll book (manual or computerised). The payroll book forms the basis of the
monthly  payroll  calculation.   Any  variations  in  a  particular  month  which  affect  the
calculation  should  be  documented  on  a  variables  form.  Government  regulations
concerning  statutory  deductions  from salary  must  be  adhered  to  and  the  appropriate
remittances made to the authorities before the due date.

The  payroll  calculation  should  be  reviewed  and authorized  by the  Board  before  any
payments are made. All employees should be given a copy of their pay slip. Employees
should sign for any payments made in cash or by cheque on receipt.
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4.4.4.2 Casual Employees
In order to control the employment of casual Labour, only the HR Manager with approval
of the Executive Director is authorized to hire casual employees on behalf of CHARD.
The terms and conditions of the hire of casual labour should be fully documented in each
case and should be in line with the government labour laws.

4.4.4.3 Per Diems
Per Diem rates to cover food, accommodation and traveling should be established for
Board. CHARD HQ staff visiting other field offices and vise verse should be informed of
the rates applicable to them and of the procedures for accounting for per diems. The per
diem rates should be reviewed by the Management at least once a year.

4.4.4.4 Medical Costs
CHARD staff may receive the benefits of medical cover. There should set appropriate
levels of expenditure that provides reasonable coverage for medical and hospital costs for
employees. Where practical, an approved medical facility should be retained for use of
CHARD staff. Where this is not possible a list of approved hospitals/clinics should be
compiled. The staff manual should in all cases specify the dependants who are covered
by this  benefit.  Employees  should  be  required  to  register  the  names,  ages  and  other
details of their dependants with the HR Department upon recruitment.

Employees should only be reimbursed for the cost of medicines upon submission of a
receipt  and a  copy of  the prescription.  Staff  should not  be reimbursed for medicines
purchased  from a  pharmacy  without  a  prescription  issued by  an  approved  doctor  or
medical officer. This requirement may however be waived for staff in field offices where
access to medical personnel is restricted. The determination of whether medical expenses
are  within  the  terms  of  the  policy  remains  the  responsibility  of  the  HR Manager  as
appropriate.

4.4.4.5 Staff Loans and Advances
Loans may be advanced to employees who have had their appointment confirmed (i.e
successfully completed the probationary period) for urgent personal needs. Repayments
will be made from salary to include interest, which will be charged at rates agreed by the
Board.  The  repayment  period  will  not  exceed  two years  or  the  remaining  period  of
service, whichever is less. Such loans will be considered on the recommendation of the
Board.  The terms for loans to staff  are to be set out in the Terms and Conditions of
Employment. An advance of salary is defined as an amount of money, which will be paid
back by deduction from salary in the same month as it was borrowed. Advances up to a
maximum of one month’s salary may only be given when authorized by the employee’s
line manager/officer and the Head of Finance with approval of the Executive Director.

4.4.4.8 Hospitality
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It is essential  to ensure that on occasions when extension of hospitality is in the best
interest of CHARD, funds are expended prudently and in a manner compatible with the
use of donated or public funds. Hospitality expenses are defined as the provision of food,
beverages, activities or events for the purpose of promoting and furthering the mission of
the CHARD.

The following guidelines should apply;
(a) Hospitality is only allowable in administrative meetings directly concerned with the
objects  of  CHARD, in  which  meals  are  an  integral  part  and  not  supplied  solely  for
personal convenience.
(b) As a general rule, hospitality costs relating to staff visiting field offices should be
offset by the Per diem payable to the employees.
(c) Feeding expenses incurred while on official travel should be reported and claimed as
travel expenses for that trip. Staffs who claim per diem are not entitled to claim additional
expenses on hospitality.
(d) As a general  rule alcoholic  drinks must not be paid for from any CHARD funds
whether donor or government

4.4.5 RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS
Disclosure in a note to the accounts is required where CHARD enters into a related party
transaction. A related party transaction is one where the CHARD has a relationship with
another party or parties which might inhibit it from pursuing its own separate interests.
Only material transactions need to be disclosed. Related parties include;
(a) A trustee or someone else who is related to the organisation; and
(b) Someone who is either connected with a trustee or to a person who is related to the
CHARD.

The following principles will apply in all Countrywide;
(i) CHARD shall not engage in partnership with any organisation or individual when a
senior official is a relative of any of the Board members/management team members of
that organization or that individual. This may not apply in case of the CHARD or staff
member being a part of a larger network/association like the Association of NGOs, CSOs
and INGOs etc
(ii) In appointing consultants, to avoid conflict of interest, an individual or organisation
will not be appointed if they are connected to a member of the senior management of
CHARD.

 4.7 ASSETS MANAGEMENT
4.7.1 Fixed Assets
Acquisition
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Capitalization of assets takes place when the benefits of the expenditure are expected to
extend over periods beyond the one in which the expenditure arises. Assets costing less
than US$200 should not be capitalized but should be recorded on an inventory for control
purposes. A plan for the acquisition of fixed assets should be incorporated into the annual
budget. An authorisation policy should be established to ensure that only approved fixed
assets are purchased. 

Land and Buildings
CHARD may acquire land for development through the proper procurement procedures.

Motor Vehicles
The use of vehicles should be controlled to;
(a) Minimize maintenance and running costs
(b) Maintain staff safety and
(c) Prevent misuse for private purposes

All  vehicles  should  have  logbooks  which  record  information  about  the  vehicle.  The
driver/user  must  complete  the  following at  the  end of  each  journey or  when fuel  is
purchased:

All private usage in unallocated vehicles should be approved in advance and be recorded
in the logbook. It can then be recouped from the employee.

Fixed Asset Register
A register should be maintained to record all capitalized assets (over US$200 in value). 
The purposes of a fixed asset register are:
(a)  To  provide  a  means  of  controlling  the  assets  including  acquisition,  disposal  and
transfer
(b) To enable accounting calculations to be performed of asset cost, depreciation and net
book value.
(c) To allow assets to be checked regularly in order to avoid misuse or misappropriation.

The register should give details of each asset as follows:
(i) date of purchase
(ii) description
(iii) cost
(iv) location
(iv) asset number
(v) responsible official

It is appropriate to group classes of assets together in the fixed assets register for ease of
reference. When an asset is purchased it should be given a unique asset serial number
which should be physically marked on the asset and held in the Fixed Asset Register and
Asset Listing.

Asset Listing
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A separate asset listing should be kept for all assets including those under US$200 in
value. 
The purpose is;
(a)  To  provide  a  means  of  controlling  the  assets  including  acquisition,  disposal  and
transfer and
(b) To allow assets to be checked regularly in order to avoid misuse or misappropriation

The asset listing should show similar details to the fixed asset register for each individual
asset.

Verification
On a regular basis and at least once a year, each asset on the register should be inspected
to  confirm its  existence,  location,  usefulness  and condition.  The verification  exercise
should be carried out by a person who is independent of the acquisition and maintenance
of the assets. All assets which cannot be located must be thoroughly investigated and a
full report submitted to the Executive Director. 

Based on this report, management should authorise the asset to be written off if it has not
been fully  depreciated  or  already  written  off.  Appropriate  action  should  be  taken by
management to avoid future loss of assets. Assets in poor condition or which remain idle
should be considered for disposal.

Donated Assets
Assets  which  have  been  donated  to  CHARD  should  be  valued  and  if  greater  than
US$200, be capitalized in the accounts of CHARD (credit income, debit fixed assets). If
less than US$200 the asset should still be recognized in the accounts (credit income, debit
expenditure). If, however, the donated asset has only a short term use for CHARD i.e.
less than 2 years, prior to being handed either back to the donor or on to another party
(such as a local NGO) then the asset should not be capitalised. Any expenditure on such
assets should be charged directly to the Income and Expenditure account.

Disposal of Fixed Assets
On disposal of fixed assets whether by sale or scrapping, the difference between any sale
price and the net book value of the asset should be taken to “Profit / Loss on Sale of
Fixed Assets” in the Income and expenditure account. The Fixed Asset account in the
Balance  Sheet  should  be  credited  with  the  original  cost  price  and  the  Depreciation
account debited with the depreciation to date.

Depreciation Policy
Depreciation is charged to the income and expenditure account in order to write off the
cost of a fixed asset over its expected useful life.

Special Circumstances
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If there is a situation where assets may be required to be written off over a shorter period,
the  use  of  alternative  depreciation  rates  is  subject  to  approval  by  the  Executive
Committee. This is in order to ensure that there is consistent accounting treatment and
explanations can be provided to the auditors of the consolidated accounts.

4.7.2 Debtors
Debtor’s balances are assets of CHARD and should be controlled to ensure that they are
recoverable. This will involve consideration of the risk involved when extending credit.
Procedures should be implemented for the recovery of debts. The most significant debtor
balances will be loans and advances made to staff. Examples of other debtors may be
items such as deposits with suppliers or monies due from sales of any kind.

4.7.2.1 Recoverability
Consideration must be given however, to any material debtors when deciding whether
debtor balances are recoverable (collectable). If it becomes doubtful that a debt will be
recovered, it is prudent to consider making a provision against the debt. The extent of the
provision is a matter of judgment. It will depend on a realistic assessment of how likely it
is that the debt will be recovered, in what time frame and at what cost to the program. If a
debt has a provision against it, that does not mean that no further effort should be made to
collect the amount owed to CHARD. The decision to continue in the collection effort
should take into account the size of the debt and the costs of chasing it.

4.7.3 Prepayments
All payments in advance of the current period should be treated as prepayments. Finance
staff should ensure that invoices are verified to identify areas where prepayments may
occur. Prepayments are considered a standard business practice for the following types of
transactions;  Memberships  and Subscriptions,  Rent,  Insurance  Premiums,  Payment  to
Government Units and Required Deposits. Other prepayments may be acceptable only if
it  is  cost  beneficial.  The  location,  reputation  and  other  characteristics  of  the  vendor
should be taken into consideration when making pre-payments as it could have a bearing
on the ability to recover the payment if the vendor defaults in the delivery of the supply
or service.

4.7.4 Stock
Stock represents those items which are purchased but not immediately used.  All stock
must be well controlled physically with secure and appropriate storage facilities and a
documentation system to prevent deterioration and theft.  Stores should be tidy so that
stock is well maintained and that stock counts, including spot checks can easily be made.
(Please note that  it  is often not necessary or cost-effective to maintain detailed stock
controls and records for stationery.)

Accounting treatment and valuation
For the purposes of the monthly management accounts of CHARD, stocks need not be
treated as assets, but can be expensed through the income and expenditure account. At the
year end, remaining stock must be valued and recorded as a note to the Balance Sheet.
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4.7.5 Information Assets
Security
The Head of Finance should take all reasonable steps to protect financial  information
from unauthorized access, loss, misuse and alteration. Back ups are necessary to protect
against data loss resulting from a disaster or accidental damage. Servers on which user
documents are stored should be backed up to tape on a daily basis. All accounting records
should be kept safe and secure. As a general rule accounting records should be kept for
the  minimum  period  stipulated  by  the  relevant  legal  authority.  Where  there  are  no
specific legal requirements, records should be kept for a minimum period of six years.
  
4.8 WORKING WITH PARTNERS
4.8.1 INTRODUCTION
Partners can be defined for these purposes as organizations with which CHARD has a
funding relationship for the purpose of achieving its  strategic  goals.  The organisation
could  be  a  government  body,  a  registered  NGO,  INGO,  or  a  Community  Based
Organisation or other grouping of individuals or organizations. In some cases a partner
could be a single individual with campaigning or policy expertise, for example.

CHARD should facilitate the efficient working with Partner organizations in the delivery
of  organisational  objectives.  Finance  functions  and  Executive  Director  should  ensure
transparency, accountability and mutual respect in their dealings with Partners.

4.8.2 SELECTION OF LONG-TERM PARTNERS
During the selection process of a partner, a review should be carried out of the Partner’s
financial and administrative systems with a view to CHARD satisfying itself as to the
proposed Partner’s financial integrity or, at least, becoming aware of the financial risks of
entering into a relationship with the proposed partner. This review should cover:
(a) Legal status and governance.
(b) Latest management accounts and statutory accounts.
(c) Audit arrangements including previous audit opinions.
(d) Procedures for authorisation, payments, procurement, budgeting and reporting; and
banking facilities.
(e) Accounting system and books of accounts, e.g. cash book
(f)  Other funders and their reporting requirements.
(g) Competence of finance staff & senior management.

4.8.3 AGREEMENTS WITH PARTNERS
A contract should be drawn up with a partner before large scale funding starts or long-
term commitments are made. The Head of Finance should review the contract before it is
finalized.

The contract should be signed and dated by CHARD Executive Director and the Partner.
It  is  also acceptable  for  agreements  to  be signed by management  staff,  provided the
delegation of the authority is recorded in writing.
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The contract should include the following:
(a)  An  indication  of  the  funding  to  be  made  available  over  the  period  provided  all
conditions are met.
(b) Timetable and content for reports and budgets.
(c) CHARD internal and external auditors’ right of access to all books of records and
financial documents held by the partner, including those relating to other funders.
(e) The contract could also specify the requirement for the partner to maintain a separate
bank account for CHARD.
(f) The consequences of financial misappropriation or expenditure on different activities
from  those  planned.  The  consequences  could  include  suspension  or  termination  of
agreement.

4.8.4 BUDGETING AND REMITTANCES
CHARD should prepare a budget for activities for the following period in consultation
with the partner  and local  stakeholders.  This  period need not coincide  with partners’
financial  year.  The  cash  balances  held  by  CHARD  should  not  exceed  3  months’
expenditure, to minimise the risk of exchange losses and misappropriation of funds. A
system of remittance request (including a note of the cash balances held), confirmation of
payment and confirmation of receipt should be implemented. Remittances should be by
cheque or direct bank transfer. Cash remittances should be received only where banking
facilities are not available. Remittances should be in the USD or Euro.

4.8.5 REPORTING AND MONITORING
CHARD should provide the following reports to the partner as a minimum:
(a) Annual statement of income and expenditure
(b) Annual and six-monthly expenditure variance report with narrative
(c) Year -end balance sheet and six-monthly statement of cash and bank reserves.
(d) In the case of multi-funding partners, each of these reports should include a separate
analysis of specific funding and expenditure against it.

Regular meetings should be held, at least annually, with the Partner and other donors to
share  experience  and  agree  on  reporting  and  budgeting  formats,  which  satisfy  the
different donors’ requirements.

4.8.6 ACCOUNTING TREATMENT OF PAYMENTS BY PARTNERS
All payments by Partners should be treated as Grants, which are classified as Income in
CHARD official accounts. If grants are received at the end of one period to be spent in
the following period, the grant should be treated as Income in the account of CHARD.
Where  grants  are  received  for  expenditure  in  the  current  financial  year  these  grants
should  be  fully  expensed  in  the  accounts,  irrespective  of  unspent  balances  held  by
CHARD at the year end.
 

-----END-----
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